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INTRODUCTION

URW fonts are available for ePaper embedding.
You buy a license to use the font for your personal or business use. However, the
font data remain the property of the URW Type Foundry GmbH.

APPROVED FORMATS

This ePaper license is valid for integrating and embedding URW font(s) in ONE (1)
ePaper product at a time, and is valid for the following operating systems:
Formats: Kindle AZW, PDF, EPUB, Broadband ePapers, Mobipocket
If your ePaper scenario falls outside this list, please contact us.
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LICENSE AGREEMENT

In order to complete your purchase, you must agree to the following rules of usage.
By downloading, purchasing, installing or embedding URW fonts, you signify your acceptance of this license agreement, and in return for a license to use URW fonts, you
wholly agree to the following terms and the URW general terms and conditions.

1. GRANT OF LICENSE AND RESTRICTIONS

URW grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to integrate, combine, embed or incorporate URW font(s) within your ePaper scenario. You are not allowed to
use the URW font for more than one title/issue without purchasing an additional ePaper license from URW. You are not allowed to resell or give the font to any third party
separate from your ePaper scenario.
2. USES THAT ARE OK

You may use URW font(s) within ONE (1) ePaper scenario only. For instance, you can
embed URW font(s) in ONE (1) ePaper for multiple mobile platforms from the approved
list above. As long as the ePaper is identical on the multiple mobile platforms, you only
need one ePaper license to develop and release the ePaper. You have permission to
create versions with different languages of your ePaper.
3. USES THAT ARE NOT OK

Users of the ePaper scenario cannot edit or create a new document using the URW
font(s). You must ensure that the URW font(s) cannot be fully or partially extracted for
any use. You must embed the URW font(s) within a secure format that permits only the
viewing and/or printing (and not the editing, altering, enhancing, or modifying) of the
URW font(s). If not mentioned differently, the ePaper license is limited by time and by
issues. Every discrete title requires a separate license.
4. BACKUPS

You can keep backups of the URW font(s) in the cloud, locally on a desktop, laptop or
mobile device, or on a studio server, ONLY IF you, as the single licensee of the URW
font(s) are the only person who maintains the backup. It cannot be managed by numerous users.
5. EXCLUSIVITY

All rights and licenses not expressly granted to you are reserved by URW. Title to,
copyright to and full ownership of the URW fonts, the URW trademarks, and all patent,
trademark, trade name and intellectual property rights associated with the URW fonts,
remain at all times the property of URW and/or the font creator(s) and are NOT at any
time transferred to you or your customers.
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6. TERMINATION

URW has the right to terminate your license immediately if you fail to comply with any
of the terms listed in this license agreement. Upon termination, you must destroy the
original and any copies of the URW font(s) and accompanying documentation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This license may be updated from time to time, with the latest version always being
available on our website. If you cannot find the latest version on our website,
please contact us for details (www.urwtype.com).

This license agreement is governed under the laws of Hamburg, Germany.
Copyright © 2018 URW Type Foundry GmbH. All rights reserved.
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